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Abstract: The purpose of the present paper is to study the S4-likeness of Quartic Rander's change of a Finsler space and the relation 
between V –curvature tensor of Quartic and its Quartic Rander's changed Finsler space.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Let Mn be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold and Fn 
be a Finsler space equipped with a fundamental function α 
(x; y), (yi = i) of Mn. If a differential 1-form β (x; y) = 
bi(x)yi is given on Mn, then M. Matsumoto [4] introduced 
another Finsler space whose fundamental function is given 
by 
(1.1)  L(x,y) = α(x,y) + β(x,y)  

This change of Finsler metric has been called β−change [11], 
[12]. If α(x,y) is a Riemannian metric, then the Finsler space 
with a metric L = α + β where α = {aij(x)yiyj}1/2 is a 
Riemannian metric. This metric was introduced by G. 
Rander’s [10]. In papers [1], [2], [3], [5] and [7] Randers 
spaces have been studied from a geometrical view point and 
various theorems were obtained. In 1978 S. Numata [9] 
introduced another β−change of Finsler metric given by L = 
µ + β where µ = {aij(y)yiyj}1/2 is a Minkowski metric and β is 
as above. This metric is of the similar form of Rander’s one, 
but there are different tensor properties, because the 
Riemannian space with the metric α is characterized by Ci

jk= 
0 and on the other hand the locally Minkowski space with 
metric µ by Rhijk= 0, Chij|k= 0. 
 
In 1978 M. Matsumoto and S. Numata [8] introduced the so 
called cubic metric on a differential manifold with the local 
coordinate xi defined by  
 
 L = {aijk(x)yiyjyk}1/3 (yi= i) 
 
where aijk(x) are component of a symmetric tensor field of 
(0,3) type depending on the position x alone and has been 
called a cubic Finsler space. This cubic metric is of the 
similar form to the Riemannian metric α, which is 
characterized by i j kα2= 0, whereas cubic metric L is 

characterized by i j k pL3= 0. 
In the present paper we shall introduced a Finsler space with 
a metric 
(1.2)   (x,y) = L(x,y) + β(x,y) 
This metric is of the similar form to the Rander’s one in the 
sense that the Riemannian metric is replaced with the 
Quartic metric, that is, why we will call the change (1.2) as 
Quartic Randers change of Finsler metric. The relation 

between v-curvature tensor of Quartic Finsler space and its 
Quartic Rander’s changed Finsler space has been obtained. 
 
2. The Fundamental Tensors of Fn 
 
We consider an n-dimensional Finsler space Fn with a metic 

 (x,y) given by s 

(2.1)  (x,y) = L(x,y) + bi(x)yi 
where 
(2.2) L4= aijkp(x)yiyjykyp 
By putting 

(2.3)  ,  , 

  

We obtained the normalized element of support i= i  and 
the angular metric tensor 
 ij = i  as  

(2.4) I = ai+ bi 

(2.5)  

where hij is the angular metric tensor of Quartic Finsler space 
with metric L given by 
(2.6) hij= 3(aij− aiaj).  

The fundamental metric tensor ij = i j  = ij + i j of 

Finsler space Fn are obtained from equations (2.4), (2.5) and 
(2.6) which is given by 

(2.7) ij = 3τaij+ (1 − 3τ)aiaj+ (aibj+ ajbi) + bibj where τ =   

 It is easy to show that 

  ,  ,  

  

Therefore from (2.7), it follows (h) hv-torsion tension tensor 

ijk =  of the Cartan’s connection CΓ are given by 

(2.8) 2L ijk= 
6τaijk+3(1−3τ)(ajkai+aijak+akiaj)+3(aijbk+ajkbi+akibj) -3(aiajbk+ 
aiakbj+ ajakbi) + 3(7τ − 3)aiajak 
In view of equation (2.6) the equation (2.8) may be written 
as  
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(2.9) ijk = τ Cijk+ (hijmk+ hjkmi+ hkimj) /2L  

where mi= bi−  ai and Cijk is the (h) hv-torsion tensor of the 

Cartan’s connection 
CΓ of Quartic Finsler metric L given by 
(2.10) LCijk= 3{aijk− (aijak+ ajkai+ akiaj) + 2aiajak}  
Let us suppose that the intrinsic metric tensor aij(x,y) of the 
Quartic metric L has non-vanishing determinant. Then the 
inverse matrix (aij) of (aij) exists. Therefore the reciprocal 
metric tensor gijof Fn is obtain from equation (2.7) which is 
given by  

(2.11) ij =  aij+  aiaj−   

where ai= aijaj, bi= aijbj , b2= bibi, q = aibi= aibi=β / L 
 
3. The v-Curvature Tensor of Fn 

 
From (2.6), (2.10) and definition of mi and ai, we get the 
following identities 
(3.1) aiai= 1, aijkai= ajk, Cijkai= 0, hijai= 0 
 miai= 0, hijbj= 3mi, mibi= (b2 - q2) 
To find the v-curvature tensor of Fn, first we find (h) hv-
torsion tensor 
 i

jk = ir jrk 

(3.2) i
jk =  Ci

jk+  (hi
jmk+ hi

kmj+ hjkmi) −  

{mjmk+  (b2− q2)hjk} −  aiCjrkbr 

where LCi
jk= LCjrkair= 3{ai

jk− (δi
jak+ δi

kaj+ aiajk) + 2aiajak} 
(3.3) hi

j= hjrair= 3(δi
j− aiaj)  

 mi= mrair= bi− qai and ai
jk= airajrk. 

From (3.1) and (3.3) we have the following identities 
Cijrhr

p= Cr
ijhpr= 3Cijp, Cijrmr= Cijrbr, mrhr

i= 3mi,  
 mimi= (b2− q2), hirhr

j= 3hij, hirmr= 3mi. 
From (2.9) and (3.2) we get after applying the identities 
(3.4) 
(3.5) ijrijr

r
hk = CijrCr

hk+ (Cijhmk+ Cijkmh+ Chjkmi+ 

Chikmj) + 
 (Cijrhhk+ Chrkhij)br+  (b2− q2)hijhhk +  (2hijmhmk+ 

2hhkmimj  
 + hjhmimk + hjkmimh + hihmjmk+ hikmjmh) 
Now we shall find the v−curvature tensor hijk= 

ijr
r
hk− ikr

r
hj. The tensor is obtained from (3.5) and given 

by 
(3.6) hijk= CijrCr

hk+ hijmhk+ hhkmij } 

 =  Shijk+ hijmhk+ hhkmij}  

where 

(3.7) mij=  {Cijrbr+  hij+  -1mimj } and the 

symbol  denotes the exchange of j,k and 

subtraction. 
Preposition 1: The v−curvature tensor hijk of n with 
respect to Carton’s connection CΓ is of the form (3.6). 

Thus (3.6) may be written as 
(3.8) hijk =  Shijk+ hijmhk+ hhkmij} 

It is well known [6] that the v−curvature tensor of any three 
dimensional Finsler space is of the form  
(3.9) L2Shijk= S(hhjhik− hhkhij) 
 
Owing to this fact M. Matsumoto [6] defined the S3-like 
Finsler space Fn(n ≥ 3) as such a Finsler space in which 
v−curvature tensor is of the form (3.9). The scalar S in (3.9) 
is a function of x alone. The v−curvature tensor of any four 
dimensional Finsler space may be written as [6]  
(3.10) L2Shijk= hhjKki+ hikhhj} 

where Kij is a (0, 2) type symmetric Finsler tensor field 
which is such that Kijyj= 0. A Finsler space Fn(n ≥ 4) is 
called S4-like Finsler space [6] if its v−curvature tensor is of 
the form (3.10). 
 
From (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) and (2.5), we have the following 
theorems.  
Theorem 3.1 : The Quartic Rander’s change of S3-like or 
S4-like Finsler space is S4-like Finsler space. 
Theorem 3.2 : If v−curvature tensor of Quartic Rander’s 
changed Finsler space n vanishes identically, then the 
Quartic Finsler space Fnis S4-like. If v−curvature tensor of 
Quartic Finsler space Fn vanishes then equation (3.8) 
reduces to 
 (3.11) hijk= hijmhk+ hhkmij− hikmhj− hhjmik 

By virtue of (3.11) and (2.11) and the Ricci tensor ik = 
hk

hijk is of the form  

 ik= ( ) [mhik+ 3(n − 3)mik] 

where m = mijaij, which in view of (3.7) may be written as 
(3.12) ik+ H1hik+ H2Cikrbr= H3mimk 

where H1 =  +   

 H2 =  

 H3 = −  

From (3.12), we have the following: 
 
Theorem 3.3 : If the v−curvature tensor of Quartic Finsler 
space vanishes then there exist scalar H1 and H2 in Quartic 
Rander’s changed Finsler space Fn(n ≥ 4) such that matrix 
||Sik+ H1hik+ H2Cikrbr|| is of rank two.  
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